
Happy Friday!  
I follow both Elite Gymnastics and College Gymnastics closely. I wanted to share two competitions, one 
from each, that I have watched recently. If you have screen time during the weekend, these are a good 
watch 
 
American Cup: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gw8xHUbfEI&t=1170s 
 
While the Summer Olympics are this year, this competition shows you some gymnasts to look out for. 
Some countries have already picked their Olympic Teams. USA has their Olympic trial in June, so our 
team isn’t picked. However, every competition to the Olympics counts for the USAG’s pick. They look for 
consistency in routines and attitude and the Olympic Trials is really where the final decision is made. 
Olympic team trials for both men and women starts June 25th and ends June 28th. Look out for it on a 
sports network.  
 
Please note scoring is completely different then our competitions, and even College gymnastics. The 
best way for me to explain scoring for Elite gymnastics is the more difficult your routine is, the more 
points it is worth. Then from there they deduct points from form, falls, legs / arms separation, etc. So, 
when scoring is shown you will see the amount possible they can earn, their deductions, and their final 
score with a symbol. Green arrow, pointing up, means they didn’t lose that much point and is in good 
range. Yellow square, means average. Red arrow, pointing down means they lost a lot of points and 
made a lot of mistakes.  
 
UCLA vs. Boise State: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2hVYZgU5dY  
 
I am a HUGE UCLA fan and follow their competition seasons. Although this season was cut short for 
them, I wanted to share this competition back in January. I want the girls to especially pay attention to 
two things from this team.  

1) The presentation- the UCLA girls have clean routines from working hard in the gym and amazing 
presentation. UCLA is especially known for their floor routines going viral throughout the years 
because they are so confident and look like they’re having a lot of fun doing their routine. I 
always tell Team girls that they know their routines, now look like a gymnast. Have that 
confidence of presenting each routine with chins up and smiling. Obviously it is easier said than 
done, but hope this brings a little inspiration.  

2) The team sportsmanship- I want our team and pre team to pay attention the sportsmanship 
through out this competition, especially coming from UCLA. They are always paying attention to 
one another and cheering loudly. You can tell that they can get affected by scores for a split 
second, but go right into focusing on the next team member going or focusing on the next 
event. If a gymnast has been working hard in the gym, then their mind should be clear at 
competitions, for the most part, supporting one another for their hard work. Sometimes our 
girls are too focused on the “what if’s” then just being in the moment of competitions, having 
fun watching and supporting each other.  

 
 
Have a great weekend!  
 

Kayla Guagnini 
Gymnastics Coordinator 
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